MMTC LIMITED
CORE-1, SCOPE COMPLEX
7 INSTITUTIONAL AREA, LODHI ROAD, NEW DELHI-110003
13th April, 2017
Sub: List of candidates shortlisted for the Interview for selection to the post of
Deputy Manager (Systems).
In reference to the advertisement no. MMTC/P&O/2016/2 dated 15th March, 2016
including its corrigendums (if any), for the selection post of Deputy Manager (Systems) in
the pay scale of Rs.16,400-3%-40,500/- and subsequent written test held on 17th December,
2016, it is to further inform that following candidates have been shortlisted for further
selection process/ Personal Interview:
POST CODE : 12
Sl. No.
Roll No.
1.
1001120151
2.
1001120191
3.
1001120137
4.
1001120164
5.
1001120050
6.
1001120130
7.
1001120027
8.
1001120171
9.
1001120186
10.
1001120068
11.
1001120042
12.
1001120021
13.
1001120139
14.
1001120106

Name
YASH DHINGRA
SAKSHI PANDEY
KRITI GUPTA
AMIT YADAV
PRABHA GUPTA
VARUN KUMAR SHARMA
MANISH KUMAR SINGH
MOHD ARSHAD
PATNALA DEEKSHITH
ANSHUL KHAIRWA
MADHAV PRASAD
KRISHNA GIRI
SHASHWAT SAINI
THAMIZHIKKALI P.

Category
GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL
OBC
GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL
OBC
OBC
OBC
OBC
OBC
OBC
OBC

The interview will be held on 3rd May, 2017 in New Delhi. The detailed call letter inviting
for interview is being sent to the shortlisted candidates through e-mail. The original call
letter will be sent through post to the present address of the above shortlisted candidates.
All shortlisted candidates are requested to bring self attested photocopies of all the relevant
certificates/ testimonials in support of age, qualification, experience, and caste (in case of
SC/ST/OBC) along with the originals. The candidates are also requested to bring a copy of
the e-admit card that was issued to them at the time of written test, for verification at the
time of interview. Non-submission of all relevant documents, certifying eligibility & failure

to produce originals for verification, before interview shall constitute disqualification from
appearing for interview. Also, kindly bring 2 passport size photographs.
Shortlisted candidates working in Government / Semi-Government organizations / PSUs
are required to produce “No Objection Certificate” at the time of Interview. Failure to
produce NOC shall constitute disqualification from appearing for interview.
Outstation candidates called for interview will be reimbursed to and fro II AC train ticket by
the shortest route from the given address of communication on production of original
tickets.
All the candidates shortlisted for interview as per the above list are requested to bring the
original (physical) call letter, along with Government issued photo identity proof, e-admit
card in support of their identity for scrutiny and verification at the time of interview.
The candidature of the shortlisted candidates in the whole recruitment/ selection process is
purely provisional pending scrutiny of the eligibility as mentioned in the advertisement
including its corrigendums (if any). In case it is found at any stage of selection process that
if any of the above shortlisted candidates does fulfill the eligibility criteria and any
information provided by the candidate(s) is found to be false or is not in conformity with the
eligibility criteria mentioned in advertisement including age, caste category, sub-category,
application fee, educational qualification etc., the candidature/ selection of such candidates
will be rejected at any stage even after the appointment. Candidates shall have option of
giving the Personal Interview in Hindi or English.

For MMTC Limited
(P&O Team)
E&OE

